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Opportunistic Noisy Network Coding for Fading Relay Networks Without CSIT Sang-Woon Jeon, Member, IEEE, Sung Hoon Lim, Member, IEEE, and Bang Chul Jung, Senior Member, IEEE



Abstract—The parallel relay network is studied, in which a single source node sends a message to a single destination node with the help of N parallel relays. Channel coefficients are assumed to vary over time and channel state information (CSI) is causally available only at the receiver side (CSIR). Opportunistic noisy network coding is proposed for intelligently exploiting CSIR at each relay in a distributed manner by operating the noisy network coding scheme with adaptive compression. More specifically, each relay opportunistically vector-quantizes the collection of received symbols that is received with channel gains larger than a certain threshold. It then forwards the digital compression information to the destination node using independently generated Gaussian codes. For independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading, the proposed scheme is shown to achieve the ergodic capacity in the large number of relays regime. Furthermore, the proposed scheme is extensively compared with several alternative schemes, the decode-forward scheme, the adaptive amplify-forward scheme, and the non-adaptive noisy network coding scheme over geometric models. We show that the new proposed scheme provides significant gain over these schemes in various cases. Index Terms—Adaptive compression, approximate capacity, compress-forward, fast fading, noisy network coding, parallel relay network.



I. I NTRODUCTION



I



N recent years, cooperative communication using relays has been considered as a promising technique to improve the spectral efficiency and coverage of wireless networks. For such systems, the fundamental design principles for optimal relaying has been the primary concern. A canonical model capturing
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Fig. 1. The N relay fading parallel relay network.



this feature is the parallel relay network [1]. The parallel relay network is a two hop network in which the source node communicates to the destination node by the help of N relay nodes. The source node transmits to a set of relays through a broadcast channel, and the relay nodes transmits to the destination node through a multiple access channel as depicted in Fig. 1. For Gaussian relay networks, there exist three fundamental relaying strategies: decode-forward (DF), compress-forward (CF), and amplify-forward (AF). In the DF scheme, originally proposed by Cover and El Gamal [2], the relay recovers the message of the source either fully or partially and forwards it to the destination by coherent transmission. The DF scheme has been extended to networks with arbitrary topology by Xie and Kumar [3] and Kramer, Gastpar, and Gupta [4], in which every relay node along the path from the source to the destination decodes and forwards the message. In the CF scheme, again proposed by Cover and El Gamal [2], the relay instead sends a description of its noisy observation by first compressing the observation and forwarding the compression information to the destination. Due to its simplicity, the relay operation in the CF scheme is less sensitive to the end-to-end operations at the source and destination, making it more attractive than DF for large scale networks [4]. The CF scheme has been extended to networks with arbitrary topology by Lim, Kim, El Gamal, and Chung [5] and Yassaee and Aref [6] in the context of noisy network coding. Further extensions of noisy network coding using short message block Markov encoding has been proposed in [7], [8]. Specializing the noisy network coding scheme for Gaussian networks with N nodes, it was shown in [5] that noisy network coding is universally within 1.26N bits/s/Hz of the capacity, which refines upon the previously established gap in [9]. Alternatively, the AF scheme is another relaying paradigm widely considered specifically for Gaussian relay networks [1],
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[10]–[15]. In the AF scheme, the relay simply sends a scaled version of its received signal within the relay power constraint. For the Gaussian parallel relay network with N = 2, the achievable rates of DF and AF have been analyzed in [16] showing that DF and AF achieve the capacity in some signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regimes. It was further shown in [9] that partial DF can achieve capacity to within 1 bit/sec/Hz, independent of SNR and channel parameters. When the number of relays N tends to infinity, it was shown that AF can achieve the capacity in certain SNR regimes. The case when there is a bandwidth mismatch between the first and second hop was studied in [17], [18]. More recently, it was shown in [15] that the bursty AF scheme achieves the capacity of the symmetric Gaussian parallel relay network to within a constant gap independent of SNR and the number of relays N. Motivated by the approximate (finite gap) capacity results for Gaussian parallel relay networks, we further investigate the capacity characteristics of fading relay networks with increasing number of relays. In particular, the fast fading model with CSI only at the receiver side (CSIR) is considered, which makes our work distinguishable from other models that assume block fading or global CSI at all nodes [19]–[24]. We propose the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme as a novel extension of the noisy network coding scheme, in which the relay observation is opportunistically compressed by adapting on the source-relay CSI at the relay node. Each relay node vector quantizes its observation sequence adaptively based on the CSI information. Conceptually, the proposed vector quantization scheme effectively compresses the subset of the symbols with channel gains above a certain threshold, while the rest of the symbols are simply neglected. Then, the relays send the digital compression information to the destination node using independently generated Gaussian codes. We show that this simple threshold-based adaptation scheme achieves the capacity in the large number of relays regime while strictly outperforming other schemes such as AF and DF. Unlike the conventional opportunistic or adaptive approaches relying on CSIT, our work demonstrates how adaptation based on CSIR can be beneficial. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin with a formal statement of our problem in Section II. We first present our main results in Section III. In Section IV, the detailed description of the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme and the proof of achievability is given. In Section V, we compare the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme with various schemes. We briefly discuss generalizations to more general fading distributions and network configurations in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper. Throughout the rest of the paper, we adopt the notation in [25]. In particular, otherwise specifically stated, we denote random variables with upper-case letters and denote their realizations with the corresponding lower-case letters. The expectation of a random variable A is denoted by E(A) and C(x) = log(1 + x), where the log operation is with respect to base two. For set notation we use calligraphic letters, e.g., S, and denote [1 : N] = {1, 2, · · · , N}. For a subset S ⊆ [1 : N] its complementary set is represented by S c = [1 : N] \ S and the cardinality of a set is represented by |S|. We also use the notation A(S) = {Ak , k ∈ S} and AN = {A1 , A2 , · · · , AN }.



II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT A. Fading Parallel Relay Networks We consider the fading parallel relay network depicted in Fig. 1 in which the source node wishes to send a message to the destination node with the help of N relay nodes. The source node has a channel input X, relay node k ∈ [1 : N] has a channel input Xk and observes a channel output Yk , and the destination node observes a channel output Y. The input-output relations at time t are given by Yk [t] = Hk [t]X[t] + Zk [t],



k ∈ [1 : N]



(1)



and Y[t] =



N 



Gk [t]Xk [t] + Z[t]



(2)



k=1



where Zk [t], k ∈ [1 : N] and Z[t] are independent complex Gaussian noise with NC (0, 1). We assume time varying channels such that at time t, Hk [t] is drawn from NC (0, σH2 k ) which is assumed to be independent of other channel coefficients from different links and time indices. Similarly, Gk [t] is drawn from NC (0, σG2 k ) and is assumed to be independent of other channel coefficients from different links and time indices. We further assume that CSI is available only at receiver sides, i.e., at the end of n transmissions, relay node k knows Hkn and the destination knows H1n to HNn and Gn1 to GnN . We assume average power constraint P for the source node and Pr /N for each relay node, i.e., E[|X[t]|2] ≤ P and E[|Xk [t]|2 ] ≤ Pr /N for all k ∈ [1 : N]. Hence, the total transmit power of all relay nodes is upper bounded by Pr . We would like to emphasise two properties regarding our setup. First, by the freedom of the choice of the channel gain variances and the power constraints, the setup is without loss of generality in the sense that it can cover all possible received SNR settings. Second, for any number of relay nodes, we normalise the total amount of power that the relays are allowed to consume by Pr , however, this does not mean that all the relays share power among each other, but rather we assume that each relay has an individual power constraint Pr /N. The main motivation for this assumption is that we wish to focus on the “opportunistic gain” that the N relay nodes provide by discarding the effect of increased power from having more relay nodes. In the rest of the paper, we will frequently omit the time index for notational convenience. Let [1 : 2nR ] be the message set of the source. A (2nR, n) code consists of an encoding function xn (m), m ∈ [1 : 2nR ], which maps a message m into a length-n input sequence, relay ent−1 coding functions xk [t] = ϕk,t (yt−1 k , hk ), for t ∈ [1 : n] and k ∈ [1 : N], which at time t maps a length-(t − 1) output sequence and a length-(t − 1) CSI sequence into an input symbol, and a decoding function m(y ˆ n , hn1 , · · · , hnN , gn1 , · · · , gnN ) ∈ [1 : 2nR ], which maps a length-n output sequence and a set of length-n CSI sequences to a message estimate. We assume that the message M is uniformly distributed over [1 : 2nR ] and define ˆ = M}. A rate R is said the average probability of error as P{M
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to be achievable if there exist a sequence of (2nR , n) codes with ˆ = M} → 0 as n → ∞. The capacity CN of the fading P{M parallel relay network with N relay nodes is the supremum of all achievable rates. When the context is clear, we will drop the subindex N throughout the paper.
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where RONNC (S) =







⎛ ⎝



⊆S c



⎞⎛ 



αj ⎠ ⎝



j∈S c \



In this section, we first state our main result which establishes a lower bound on the capacity of fading parallel relay networks. The lower bound is attained by the opportunistic noisy network coding (ONNC) scheme. The opportunistic noisy network coding scheme is presented in two steps. First, we present the noisy network coding scheme with short messages and block Markov encoding, similar to the short message noisy network coding schemes presented in [6]–[8]. However, different form the previous approaches, the decoder recovers each message with only a one block delay without binning at the relay nodes. The details are explain in Section IV and Appendix A. The resulting opportunistic noisy network coding achievable rate is given by: C ≥ max min



S⊆[1:N]



     N ˆ I X; Y(S)|H + I X(S); Y|X(S c ), GN   ˆ ˆ c ), H N (3) − I Y(S); Y(S)|X, Y(S



where the maximization is over all probability distributions p(x) N yk |yk , hk ) such that the power constraints are k=1 p(xk )p(ˆ satisfied. The rate expression in (3) involves a maximization step over p(ˆyk |yk , hk ). Maximising over p(ˆyk |yk , hk ) can be interpreted as choosing a good vector quantizer, i.e., we find a sequence yˆ nk that is jointly typical (with respect to the chosen distribution) with the observations (ynk , hnk ). Accordingly, in the second step, we provide a heuristic adaptive compression scheme. In this new approach, each relay node adaptively compresses its observation based on its received CSI (i.e., Hkn ) instead of using fixed compression rates as done for Gaussian networks. The details of the compression scheme is explained in Section IV. To present our main result, consider a real number αk ∈ (0, 1], k ∈ [1 : N] such that P{|Hk |2 ≥ γk } = αk . Equivalently, ˜ k as the truncated random we have γk = σH2 k ln(1/αk ). Define H 2 variable of Hk conditioned on |Hk | ≥ γk , in which the proba˜ k |2 is given by bility distribution of |H 



p 2 (x)/αk if x ≥ γk , p|H˜ k |2 (x) = |Hk | (4) 0 otherwise where p|Hk |2 (x) =



1 σH2 k



e



−x/σH2



k



. We are ready to state our main



theorem. Theorem 1 (ONNC Lower Bound): For the fading parallel relay network, the capacity is lower bounded as C ≥ max min RONNC(S) S⊆[1:N]



(5)



⎞ (1 − αj )⎠



j∈



⎡ ⎛



III. M AIN R ESULTS 



⎞⎤     |H  ˜ k |2 P 2 Pr ⎣ ⎝ ⎠ ⎦ ×E C |Gk | +E C 1 + Qk N k∈S c \ k∈S ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛     



1 ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ (6) αj (1 − αj ) C − Qk ⊆S



j∈



j∈S\



k∈S\



and the maximization is taken over all αk ∈ (0, 1] and Qk > 0, k ∈ [1 : N]. The detailed operations of the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme as well as the proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Section IV. To best demonstrate the performance of opportunistic noisy network coding, we compare its performance with the cut-set upper bound. The cut-set upper bound on the capacity C of the fading parallel relay network simplifies to        P r . (7) |Hk |2 P + C |Gk |2 C ≤ min E C S⊆[1:N] N c k∈S



k∈S



The key observation here is that independent Gaussian inputs at each node simultaneously maximize every cut under time-varying channel coefficients without CSIT. We refer to Appendix B for the proof. By comparing the upper and lower bounds, we have the following theorem. Theorem 2 (Asymptotic Capacity for Symmetric Fading): For the fading parallel relay network with σHk = σGk = 1, lim CN = C(Pr )



N→∞



(8)



for any P and Pr . The proof of the theorem is given in Section IV. The theorem implies that the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme achieves the capacity of parallel relay networks for the symmetric fading case, universally for any P and Pr as the number of relays N increases. Notice that, since our model considers arbitrary P and Pr , the symmetry assumption σHk = σGk = 1 considers every case where σHk = σH and σGk = σG for all k (σH = σG in general). Furthermore, this asymptotic optimality is a rare property in that AF and DF cannot attain Theorem 2 (even by applying similar adaptations). A detailed comparison between the achievable rate of the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme with those of the AF and DF schemes is given in Section V-C. IV. P ROOF OF ACHIEVABILITY In this section, we present the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme. The noisy network coding lower bound [5] for discrete memoryless networks can be adapted for the fading parallel relay network with power constraint and state dependency, i.e., random channel gains. Further taking advantage of
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the Markov structure of the network, the noisy network coding lower bound for fading parallel relay networks yields the lower bound (3). The achievability of (3) follows directly from the noisy network coding lower bound by treating (Yk , Hk ), k ∈ [1 : N] as the relay outputs and (Y, H N , GN ) as the destination output of a discrete memoryless network, i.e., p ( yN , y, hN , gN | x, xN ) = p(hN ) p(gN ) p(yN , y | x, xN , hN , gN ). (9)



If there is more than one such index, choose one of them at random. If there is no such index, choose an arbitrary index at ˆ random from [1 : 2nRk ]. The codeword xnk,j+1 (lkj ) is transmitted in the next block. Decoding: Let  >  > 0. At the end of block j + 1, the decoder finds the unique message m ˆ j ∈ [1 : 2nR ] such that   xnj (m ˆ j ), yˆ n1j (ˆl1j ), . . . , yˆ nNj (ˆlNj ), hn1j , . . . , hnNj ∈ T(n) , and



However, by taking advantage of the (topologically) simple network structure, the general purpose noisy network coding scheme can be simplified in many ways. For completeness, in the following section, we provide the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme with modified random coding steps specifically tailored for parallel fading Gaussian networks and highlight the difference in choosing the compression codes. The modified scheme uses short message block Markov encoding as in [6]–[8]. The differences from these schemes are, first, we incorporate state (fading) dependency into our scheme and, second, by specially tailoring the noisy network coding scheme to the layered structure of the network, we have a simpler strategy. In particular, we propose a one-block delay forward decoder which is different from sliding window decoding [4], while the relays do not use binning. A. Opportunistic Noisy Network Coding We provide the proof for discrete memoryless networks. The extension to the Gaussian network is a straight forward extension of the quantization method given in [25]. We use a block Markov coding scheme in which a sequence of b i.i.d. messages mj ∈ [1 : 2nR], j ∈ [1 : b], is sent over b + 1 blocks each consisting of n transmissions. The overall transmission bR , which tends to R as b → ∞. rate is thus, b+1 Codebook Generation: Fix p(x) N yk |yk , hk ). For k=1 p(xk )p(ˆ the source node, for j = 1, . . . , b, randomly and independently generate 2nR sequences xnj (mj ), mj ∈ [1 : 2nR ], according to n i=1 pX (xi ). Similarly, for k = 1, . . . , N and j = 1, . . . , b + ˆ 1, randomly and independently generate 2nRk sequences ˆ xnkj (lk,j−1 ), lk,j−1 ∈ [1 : 2nRk ], each according to ni=1 pXk (xki ). For each k = 1, . . . , N, randomly and independently generˆ ˆ ate 2nRk sequences yˆ nkj (lkj ), lkj ∈ [1 : 2nRk ], each according to n yki ). This defines the codebook i=1 pYˆ k (ˆ  Cj = xnj (mj ), xnkj (lk,j−1 ), yˆ nkj (lkj ) :  ˆ mj ∈ [1 : 2nR], lkj , lk,j−1 ∈ [1 : 2nRk ] for k ∈ [1 : N] , where j ∈ [1 : b]. Encoding: To send the message mj at block j ∈ [1 : b], the codeword xnj (mj ) is transmitted. Relay Encoding (Vector Quantization): At relay k, upon receiving ynkj at the end of block j ∈ [1 : b], it finds an index lkj such that   (n) yˆ nkj (lkj ), ynkj , hnkj ∈ T .



 xn1,j+1 (ˆl1j ), . . . , xnN,j+1 (ˆlNj ), ynj+1 ,



 hn1,j+1, . . . , hnN,j+1 , gn1,j+1, . . . , gnN,j+1 ∈ T(n)



for some ˆl1j , . . . , ˆlNj . If there is none or more than one such message, it declares an error. Remark 1: Note that this decoder has two simultaneous joint typicality tests on sequences that belong to two consecutive block transmissions. The first joint typicality condition is on block j with the codewords and observation sequences that correspond to the communication of the first hop (broadcast), and the second joint typicality condition is on block j + 1 with the codewords and observation sequences that correspond to the communication of the second hop (multiple access). In Appendix A, we show that the probability of decoding error tends to zero as n → ∞ if (10) Rˆ k > I(Yˆ k ; Yk |Hk ) + δ( ),     N c N ˆ ˆ + I X(S); Y|X(S ), G R + R(S) < I X; Y(S)|H    ˆ k ), Y(S ˆ c ), H N − δ(), (11) I Yˆ k ; X, Y(S + k∈S



where Sk = {S ∩ [1 : k − 1]} for all S ⊆ [1 : N]. Finally, by eliminating Rˆ k using Fourier-Motzkin elimination, equations (10) and (11) simplify to     N ˆ + I X(S); Y|X(S c ), GN R < I X; Y(S)|H   ˆ ˆ c ), H N − δ() (12) − I Y(S); Y(S)|X, Y(S for all S ⊆ [1 : N]. For Gaussian networks, we choose the distribution p(x) N yk |yk , hk ) such that X ∼ NC (0, P), Xk ∼ k=1 p(xk )p(ˆ NC (0, Pr /N), and Yˆ k = Yk + Zˆ k where Zˆ k ∼ NC (0, ηk (hk )) for k ∈ [1 : N]. The function ηk (·) > 0 is an arbitrary function of hk that will be defined later in the section. By evaluation using the distribution above, we establish the following lower bound on the capacity,     |Hk |2 P C ≥ max min E C S⊆[1:N] 1 + ηk (Hk ) k∈S c      1   2 Pr − (13) |Gk | C +C N ηk (Hk ) k∈S



k∈S



where the maximization is taken over all functions ηk (hk ) > 0, k ∈ [1 : N].
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where



 C1 (S) = C



 |H ˜ k |2 P 1 + Qk







 k∈S



 |Gk |2 Pr



C2 (S) = C C3 (S) =







k∈S 



C



k∈S



Fig. 2. Conceptual illustration of the threshold-based adaptation for the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme.



The achievable rate expression requires optimization over all functions ηk (hk ), which itself is intractable for most cases. In our opportunistic noisy network coding scheme, we propose a threshold-based adaptation function, by choosing ηk (hk ) as 



Qk if |hk |2 ≥ γk , ηk (hk ) = (14) ∞ otherwise where Qk > 0. Intuitively, the proposed function ηk (hk ) can be interpreted as having γk as a threshold for opportunistic compression in which relay k only compresses the observation symbols that is received with channel gains above this threshold with compression noise variance Qk . To see this, recall that yˆ n (lk ) is a vector quantization of the pair (ynk , hnk ) such that it holds the property that they are jointly typical with respect to the joint distribution p(yk , hk )p(ˆyk |hk , yk ) where p(ˆyk |hk , yk ) = NC (yk , ηk (hk )). This choice can be interpreted as quantizing the sub-sequence of yn with hk > γk within distortion Qk while the rest of the sequence has infinite distortion. Since the decoder has CSIR, it knows the location of which sequence is quantized within which level. Fig. 2 gives a conceptual illustration on how the thresholdbased adaptation operates in the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme. For relay node k at block j, the collection of outputs with channel gains above γk is compressed to yˆ m kj (lkj ), 2 where m ≤ n is the number of symbols with |Hk | ≥ γk . While this compression step is a n length joint typical encoding based compression scheme, the index lkj contains no information of the symbols that have channel gains below γk . The compression index lkj is then sent by independently generated Gaussian codes xnk,j+1 (lkj ) in the next block. Accordingly, the total n-length transmission at the relay is used in sending the index lkj , which carries the compression information of a subset of the observation symbol ynk . As a result, the outputs with channel gains higher than the threshold are opportunistically compressed and forwarded to the destination. We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. Consider the threshold-based adaptation function in (14). Recall αk ∈ (0, 1] such that P{|Hk |2 ≥ γk } = αk . By applying (14) in (13), we have ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ 



 ⎝ αj ⎠ ⎝ (1 − αj )⎠ C ≥ max min S⊆[1:N]



j∈ ⊆[1:N] j∈[1:N]\   × E C1 (S c \ ) + C2 (S) − C3 (S \ ) ,



(15)



1 Qk



,



(16)



 ,



N  ,



(17) (18)



the maximization is taken over all αk ∈ (0, 1], Qk > 0, k ∈ [1 : ˜ k |2 is given in (4). Note that each N], and the distribution of |H term in (15) can be simplified as ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞  



  ⎝ αj ⎠ ⎝ (1 − αj )⎠ E C1 (S c \ ) ⊆[1:N]



j∈ ⎞ ⎞⎛  



  (a) ⎝ = αj ⎠ ⎝ (1 − αj )⎠ E C1 (S c \ ) , j∈[1:N]\



⎛



⊆S c



j∈S c \



⎛



 



⎝



⎞⎛



αj ⎠ ⎝



j∈ 



⎞



  (1 − αj )⎠ E C2 (S)



⊆[1:N]



j∈   j∈[1:N]\ = E C2 (S) , ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ 



   ⎝ αj ⎠ ⎝ (1 − αj )⎠ E C3 (S \ )



⊆[1:N]



⎞ ⎞ ⎛ j∈  



⎝ = αj ⎠ ⎝ (1 − αj )⎠ C3 (S \ ), j∈[1:N]\



⎛



⊆S



(19)



j∈



j∈S\



where step (a) follows from ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ 



   ⎝ αj ⎠ ⎝ (1 − αj )⎠ E C1 (S c \ ) ⊆[1:N]



j∈



j∈[1:N]\



⎛







=



⎝



1 ⊆S c ,2 ⊆S



⎛



×⎝ 







⎞⎛



αj ⎠ ⎝



j∈S c \1



⎞⎛



(1 − αj )⎠ ⎝



⎞ 



αj ⎠



j∈S\2 



⎞



  (1 − αj )⎠ E C1 (S c \ 1 )



⎞ ⎞ ⎞j∈ ⎛2  



  ⎝ =⎝ αj ⎠⎝ (1 − αj )⎠ E C1 (S c \ 1 ) ⎠ ⎛



j∈1



⎛



1 ⊆S c



c \ 1



j∈1 ⎞⎛ ⎞⎞  



⎝ ×⎝ αj ⎠ ⎝ (1 − αj )⎠⎠ j∈S ⎛



⎛



2 ⊆S



=



 1 ⊆S c



⎛ ⎝



j∈S\2 



j∈S c \1



⎞⎛



αj ⎠ ⎝



j∈2 



⎞



  (1 − αj )⎠ E C1 (S c \ 1 ) ,



j∈1



and by rewriting 1 with . In the same manner, we can prove the last two equalities in (19). Thus, C ≥ max min RONNC (S) S⊆[1:N]



where RONNC (S) is defined in (6).



(20)
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Before presenting the proof of the asymptotic capacity result using the adaptive noisy network coding scheme, for comparison, we first present how the (non-adaptive) noisy network coding performs for fading networks. By fixing the compression noise variance Qk independent of its first-hop channel gains, i.e., ηk (hk ) = Qk , k ∈ [1 : N], the achievable rate of the nonadaptive noisy network coding scheme is given by



     |Hk |2 P + C2 (S) − C3 (S) . (21) C ≥ min E C S⊆[1:N] 1 + Qk c k∈S



To see an example on the performance of this scheme, let Qk = 1. Then, (21) becomes  



    2P |Hk | (22) C ≥ min E C − C2 (S) − |S| S⊆[1:N] 2 c k∈S



where |S| denotes the cardinality of S. By comparing (22) with the cut-set upper bound (7) it can be shown that noisy network coding scheme achieves within N bits/s/Hz of the capacity, independent of σHk , σGk , P, and Pr . The above result extends the capacity gap result of [5] for Gaussian (non-fading) networks to fading parallel relay networks. The result of [5] is a general purpose bound (for a general topology) of 1.26N bits/s/Hz. Here, we improve this bound to N bits/s/Hz by taking advantage of the specific topology and the fact that the cut-set upper bound is maximized over a product distribution for fading parallel networks. This type of performance guarantee is appealing in the high SNR regime. However, the capacity gap result does not say much when the number of relays is large due to the unbounded capacity gap in the limit of large N. B. Asymptotic Capacity for Symmetric Fading In this subsection, we prove Theorem 2 by showing that the proposed threshold-based opportunistic noisy network coding scheme can achieve the capacity in the symmetric setting as the number of relays becomes large. This result demonstrates how the opportunistic gain can improve the overall network performance by utilizing the channel state information at the receiver side. Consider the symmetric case where σHk = σGk = 1. In the following, we first prove limN→∞ CN ≤ C(Pr ) and then limN→∞ CN ≥ C(Pr ). From (7), the cut-set upper bound can be further bounded by    N  |Gk |2 Pr CN ≤ E C N k=1



≤ C(Pr )



(23)



where the second inequality holds from Jensen’s inequality. Since (23) holds for any N, we have limN→∞ CN ≤ C(Pr ). Now consider the achievable rate of the threshold-based scheme in Theorem 1. By symmetry, we set αk = α (equivalently, γk = γ ) and Qk = Q for all k ∈ [1 : N]. Then the original 2N rate constraints in Theorem 1 simplify to N + 1 rate constraints by noticing the fact that the rate constraints corre-



sponding to cuts with the same cardinality are all equivalent. Then, after some manipulation, we can show that CN ≥



max



min RONNC(i)



α∈(0,1],Q>0 i∈[0:N]



(24)



where



⎞⎤ ⎡ ⎛ i−j i−1   2P   ˜ i i−j | H | k ⎠⎦ RONNC (i) = α (1 − α)j E ⎣C ⎝ j 1+Q j=0 k=1 ⎞⎤ ⎡ ⎛   N 2  1 |Gk | Pr ⎠⎦ − α(N − i)C + E ⎣C ⎝ . (25) N Q k=i+1



In the following we show that limN→∞ CN ≥ C(Pr ). Let α = log log(N) and Q = PPr ln(N). Then γ is given by ln(N/ log log N  (N)). First, consider the case where i ∈ [ N/ log log(N) , N]. For this case, we bound RONNC(i) as follows: RONNC(i)     i−1   (a)  i γP 1 ≥ − αNC α i−j (1 − α)j C 1+Q Q j j=0      γP 1 (b)  = 1 − (1 − α)i C − αNC 1 + Q ⎞Q ⎛   √ N (c) ⎜ log log(N) log log(N) ⎟ ≥ ⎝1 − 1 − ⎠ N   Pr log log(N) ln (N/log log(N)) P − log(e) ×C P P ln(N) 1 + Pr ln(N) ⎛ ⎞ log log(N) N   √ log log(N) log log(N) (d) log log(N) ⎠ ≥ ⎝1 − 1 − N   Pr log log(N) ln (N/log log(N)) P (26) − log(e) ×C P P ln(N) 1 + P ln(N) r



where (a) follows since ⎡ ⎛ ⎞⎤    i−j  ˜ 1 |2 P ˜ k |2 P |H |H ⎠⎦ ≥ E C E ⎣C ⎝ 1+Q 1+Q k=1   γP ≥C , 1+Q



"  for j ∈ [0 : i − 1], step (b) follows from the fact that ij=0 ij  α i−j (1 − α)j = 1, step (c) follows since i = N/ log log(N) gives the minimum ≤ x log(e), and step (d) fol value and C(x)  lows from N/ log log(N) ≥ N/ log log(N). Next, consider  the case where i ∈ [0 : N/ log log(N)]. Similarly, we have ⎞⎤ ⎡ ⎛   N 2  |Gk | Pr ⎠⎦ 1 RONNC(i) ≥ E ⎣C ⎝ − αNC N Q ⎞⎤ ⎡ ⎛k=i+1 ⎢ ⎜ ⎜ ≥E⎢ ⎣C ⎝



N  $ √ % k= N/ log log(N) +1



− log(e)



Pr log log(N) . P ln(N)



⎥ |Gk |2 Pr ⎟ ⎟⎥ ⎠ ⎦ N (27)
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Hence, from (24) to (27), ⎧ ⎛ ⎞ ⎪ ⎪   N √log log(N) ⎨ log log(N) log log(N) log log(N) ⎠ CN ≥ min ⎝1 − 1 − ⎪ N ⎪ ⎩   ln (N/log log(N)) P ×C , 1 + PPr ln(N) ⎞⎤⎫ ⎡ ⎛ ⎪ ⎪ N 2 P ⎟⎥⎬  ⎢ ⎜ |G | k r ⎟⎥ ⎜ E⎢ C ⎣ ⎝ $ N ⎠⎦⎪ % √ ⎪ ⎭ k= N/



− log(e)



(29)



⎡ ⎛ 1" 12 ⎞ ⎤ 0 1 Pr /(αk N) 1 ˜ G H 1 k k ˜ k |2 P+1 1 P ⎟⎥ |H ⎢ ⎜ k∈[1:N]\ × E ⎣C ⎝ " ⎠⎦ 2 |Gk | Pr /(αk N) +1 k∈[1:N]\ ˜ 2



⊆[1:N]



  N √log log(N) log log(N) log log(N) log log(N) lim 1 − 1 − N→∞ N ln (N/log log(N)) P lim N→∞ 1 + PPr ln(N) log log(N) lim N→∞ ln(N) N  1 . / lim |Gk |2 N→∞ / . N N− √ √ N k=



log log(N)



= 1, = Pr , = 0, =1



(30)



+1







(31)



(28)



Finally, from



log log(N)



[1 : N] sends Xk = ζk (Hk )Yk , where ζk (hk ) is given by



0 Pr /(αk N) if |hk |2 ≥ γk , |hk |2 P+1 ζk (hk ) = 0 otherwise,



which satisfies the power constraints. Then the opportunistic AF scheme results in the following lower bound: ⎡ ⎛ 1" 12 ⎞ ⎤ 1 N 1 Gk Hk ζk (Hk )1 P 1 k=1 ⎟⎥ ⎢ ⎜ C ≥ max E ⎣C ⎝ "N ⎠⎦ 2 2 k=1 |Gk | ζk (Hk ) + 1 ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛  



⎝ = max αj ⎠ ⎝ (1 − αj )⎠



log log(N) +1



Pr log log(N) . P ln(N)
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we have limN→∞ CN ≥ C(Pr ). Here, limx→∞ 1 − 1x = 1e is used in (29), and (30) holds from the law of large numbers. In conclusion, Theorem 2 holds. Remark 2: As shown in the proof above, the choice Q = P Pr ln(N) and γ = ln(N/ log log(N)) is the asymptotically optimal choice for the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme. The interpretation of this choice is that the threshold value should be increased, while each relay compression is set to be coarse as the number of relays increases. V. C OMPARISON In this section, we compare the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme with AF and DF. For the AF scheme, it may not be always beneficial to forward every received symbol at the relays, but instead it may be better to forward a subset of received symbols while boosting the relay power. To be fair, we adopt a similar opportunistic concept to the AF scheme in which each relay only amplify-forwards a subset of received symbols with channel gains above a certain threshold. On the other hand, since the whole source message is recovered at each relay in the DF scheme, it is structurally impossible for opportunistic transmission based on CSIR using a similar concept. However, since the decode-forward scheme can always choose to use only a subset of the relays nodes, we compare with the decode-forward scheme that uses the optimal subset of relays. A. Amplify-Forward Relaying As mentioned above, a similar adaptation used in Section IV can also be applied to AF relaying. Specifically, relay node k ∈



(32)



|Hk | P+1



where the maximization is taken over all αk ∈ (0, 1], k ∈ [1 : N]. This opportunistic AF scheme generalizes the conventional AF scheme, which corresponds to the case when αk = 1 for all k ∈ [1 : N]. Similarly, for the symmetric case in which σHk = 1 and σGk = 1, we have C ≥ max



x



j∈



j∈[1:N]\



N−1 



α∈(0,1]



 N N−j α (1 − α)j j j=0 ⎡ ⎛ 1" 12 ⎞⎤ 0 1 N−j 1 ˜ k Pr /(αN) G H 1 k ˜ k |2 P+1 1 P ⎟⎥ |H ⎢ ⎜ k=1 × E ⎣C ⎝ "N−j ⎠⎦ . (33) |Gk |2 Pr /(αN) +1 k=1 ˜ 2 |Hk | P+1



The following theorem shows an upper bound on the achievable rate of the opportunistic AF scheme for the symmetric case. Theorem 3: Consider the fading parallel relay network with σHk = σGk = 1. Then the achievable rate of the opportunistic AF scheme is upper bounded by E[C(|g1 |2 Pr )] for any P and Pr . Proof: Denote the right hand side of (33) as RAF . Then RAF ≤ max



N−1 



 N N−j α (1 − α)j j



α∈(0,1]



⎡ j=0 ⎛1 12 ⎞⎤ 2 1 1 N−j Pr /(αN) 11 ⎟⎥ ⎢ ⎜1 ˜k × E ⎣C ⎝11 Gk H P⎠⎦ ˜ k |2 P 11 |H 1 k=1 N−1  N  α N−j (1 − α)j = max α∈(0,1] j ⎛1 ⎞⎤ ⎡ j=0 12 1 1 N−j  ˜ 1 1 1 Hk 1 (N − j)Pr ⎟⎥ ⎢ ⎜ × E ⎣C ⎝11 √ Gk ⎠⎦ ˜ k | 11 αN N − j |H 1 k=1



N  



 N N−j = max α (1 − α)j α∈(0,1] j 4 3 j=0  2 (N − j)Pr × E C |G1 | αN



(34)
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where the last equality holds since the probability distribution " N  N−j ˜ of Gk H˜ k is given by NC (0, 1). Note that N (1 − j=0 j α |Hk |   " N N−j r α)j = 1 and N (1 − α)j (N−j)P = Pr for any α ∈ j=0 j α αN (0, 1]. Hence RAF is upper bounded by the following: RAF ≤



N 



max {qj ≥0}N ,{Qj ≥0}N , j=0 "N "N j=0 j=0 qj =1, j=0 qj Qj =Pr



6 5  qj E C |G1 |2 Qj .



(35)



j=0



Since E[C(|G1 |2 x)] is a concave function on x ≥ 0, Qj = Pr for all j ∈ [0 : N] maximizes (35), which gives RAF ≤  E[C(|G1 |2 Pr )]. Unlike the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme, Theorem 3 states that the opportunistic AF scheme cannot achieve the capacity of fading symmetric parallel relay networks even if N → ∞ since E[C(|G1 |2 Pr )] is strictly less than C(Pr ). Fig. 3. Achievable rates for the symmetric case when Pr = 2P for N = 2, 8, 32.



B. Decode-Forward Relaying For the decode-forward strategy, suppose that only the relays in S ⊆ [1 : N] decode the message and participate in the second-hop transmission. Due to the decoding constraints at the relays, the rate of the DF scheme is limited by the minimum of the point-to-point capacities between the source and each of the relays in S, which gives 7 8 5  6   C ≥ max min min E C |Hk |2 P , E C2 (S) , S⊆[1:N]



k∈S



(36)



where C2 (S) is defined in (17). For the symmetric case in which σHk = 1 and σGk = 1, the above rate is simplified to 



  N  5  6  2 2 Pr C ≥ min E C |H1 | P , E C |Gk | . (37) N k=1



Hence, from the cut-set upper bound (7), DF achieves the capacity if   N  6 5   2 2 Pr |Gk | E C |H1 | P ≥ E C N



C. Rate Comparison (38)



k=1



for the symmetric case. For high SNR and the large number of relays regime, the optimality condition (38) is approximately given by P ≥ 20.83Pr



Fig. 4. Achievable rates for the symmetric case when Pr = 0.5P for N = 2, 8, 32.



(39)



  2 P)  log(P) − 0.83 and limN→∞ where 5 " E C(|H1 | 6 N Pr 2  log(Pr ) are used. On the other hand, E C k=1 |Gk | N if P ≤ Pr , the right hand side of (37) is given by E[C(|H1 |2 P)], which is strictly less than C(Pr ). Hence it cannot achieve the capacity for this case.



1) Symmetric Networks: In this subsection, we first compare the achievable rate of the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme with those of the AF and DF schemes for the symmetric case by numerical evaluation of (24), (32), and (37), respectively. We also compare with the non-adaptive noisy network coding in (21) by setting Qk = Q and optimizing with Q. Fig. 3 plots the achievable rates when Pr = 2P. As shown in the figure, opportunistic noisy network coding outperforms the other schemes in most cases, and the rate gap from the cutset upper bound decreases as the number of relays increases. However, opportunistic noisy network coding does not always outperform DF. As intuition suggests, for the case where the SNR of the first hop is higher than the second hop, DF can be better than the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme. Fig. 4 plots the achievable rates when Pr = 0.5P. Since this
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Fig. 5. Ratios between achievable rates and the cut-set upper bound for the symmetric case when P = Pr = 20 dB.



Fig. 7. Geometric network model consisting of a set of relays regularly deployed on a line.



Fig. 6. Achievable rates for the symmetric case when P = 10 dB and N = 8.



regime is close to the optimality condition of DF in (38), the rate of DF is very close to the cut-set upper bound. Although DF is better for such cases, opportunistic noisy network coding eventually converges to the cut-set upper bound, as verified in Theorem 2. Fig. 5 plots the ratios between the achievable rates and the cut-set upper bound with respect to the number of relays when P = Pr = 20 dB. Although the convergence of the opportunistic noisy network coding rate and the cut-set bound requires the use of many relays, the gap from the cut-set upper bound decreases and eventually converges to zero as N increases. On the other hand, as shown in Sections V-A and V-B, AF and DF cannot achieve the capacity even if N → ∞. Perhaps more important than this unique convergence property over the alternative schemes compared here, we can see that opportunistic noisy network coding provides significant gain over the other schemes, especially over the non-adaptive noisy network coding scheme. Lastly, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the achievable rate of each scheme is affected by the ratio between P and Pr . Fig. 6 plots the achievable rates with respect to Pr when P = 10 dB. For a



Fig. 8. Geometric network model consisting of a set of relays randomely deployed in a square area.



wide SNR range of interest, opportunistic noisy network coding provides an improved rate compared to the other schemes. 2) Asymmetric Networks: In order to verify the rate gain of opportunistic noisy network coding for general asymmetric networks in a meaningful manner, we consider two geometric network configurations depicted in Figs. 7 and 8. For the first model in Fig. 7, a set of N relays are regularly deployed on a line with distance dr to each other. For convenience, we assume N is even for the first model. The distance between the source and destination is given by dsd and the relay line is located at a distance of βdsd from the source. Hence the distance9between the source and relay   2 d 2 and k ∈ [1 : N] is given by dsr,k = β 2 dsd 2 + k − N+1 r 2 the distance k and the destination is given by 9 between relay   2 d 2 . The path-loss chandrd,k = (1 − β)2 dsd 2 + k − N+1 r 2 nel model is assumed in which the average received signal power decreases as d−μ when the transmit distance is given by d, where μ ≥ 2 is the path-loss exponent. Therefore, the
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Fig. 9. Achievable rates for the geometric network in Fig. 7 when P = Pr = 10 dB and N = 8.



Fig. 10. Achievable rates for the geometric network in Fig. 7 when P = Pr = 10 dB and N = 16.



channel coefficients from the source to relay k and from relay k to the destination at time t are given by Hk [t] Hgeo,k [t] =  μ/2 dsr,k



(40)



Gk [t] Ggeo,k [t] =  μ/2 , drd,k



(41)



and



respectively. Here Hk [t] and Gk [t] are fading components defined in Section II-A with σH2 k = σG2 k = 1. For the second model in Fig. 8, a set of N relays are uniformly deployed at random in a dsd × dsd square  that the   area.Suppose dsd source and destination are located at 0, 2 and dsd , d2sd respectively and the location of relay k is given by (x, y) ∈ [0, dsd ]2 . Then the channel coefficients from the source to relay k and from relay k to the destination at 9 time t are given 2 by (40) and (41) respectively, where dsr,k = x2 + d2sd − y 9  2 and drd,k = (x − dsd )2 + d2sd − y . We compare the achievable rates of opportunistic noisy network coding, AF, DF, and non-adaptive noisy network coding, given by (5), (32), (36), and (21) respectively, under the above two geometric models. For opportunistic noisy network coding, ln(1/α) we set αk = α, or equivalently γk = (d μ , and Qk = Q. Then sr,k ) we numerically optimize (5) for the simulations. In a similar manner, we optimize (32) with αk = α and optimize (21) with Qk = Q. In these numerical simulations, we assume dsd = 1, dr = 0.1, and μ = 3, but similar rate performance can be observed for various different network configurations. Figs. 9 and 10 plot the achievable rates for the first geometric network model with respect to β when N = 8 and N = 16, respectively. As β increases, i.e., relays are closer to the destination, opportunistic noisy network coding outperforms AF, DF, and non-adaptive noisy network coding. Fig. 11 plots the achievable rates for the second geometric network model with respect to Pr when P = 10 dB and N = 8. Similar to the symmetric case in Fig. 6, opportunistic noisy network coding outperforms the other schemes for a wide SNR range.



Fig. 11. Achievable rates for the geometric network in Fig. 8 when P = 10 dB and N = 8.



VI. G ENERALIZATIONS In this section, we briefly discuss some possible generalizations to other fading distributions and network configurations. A. General Channel Distributions Although we have focused on Rayleigh fading in the previous sections, the results presented in this paper can be extended to more general channel distributions. Obviously, the cut-set upper bound (7) and the opportunistic noisy network coding lower bound in Theorem 1 apply to any channel distributions. Furthermore, Theorem 3 also hold for any channel distributions since the results are not limited to a specific channel distribution. As for Theorem 2 which relies on the Rayleigh fading assumption, we can extend the theorem to a more general class of channel distributions. As before, we assume αk = α (equivalently, γk = γ ) and Qk = Q. Define a class of probability distributions on Hk such that there exists an increasf (N) ing sequence f (N) > 0 with limN→∞ log(N) = 0 that satisfies f (N) limN→∞ αN γ = 0, where α = N . Note that Rayleigh distribution is included in this class where f (N) = log log(N). For this class of probability distributions, we can show that the same result presented in Theorem 2 apply by following similar steps as in the Rayleigh fading case.
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B. Two-Way Communications Consider the fading two-way parallel relay network in which two nodes exchange messages with the help of N relays. For the two-way parallel relay channel, the input-output relations at time t are given by Yk [t] = Hka [t]Xa [t] + Hkb [t]Xb [t] + Zk [t], Ya [t] =



N 



Gak [t]Xk [t] + Za [t],



k=1



Yb [t] =



N 



Gbk [t]Xk [t] + Zb [t].



(42)
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with Q > 0, a rate pair (Ra , Rb ) satisfying ⎧ ⎡ ⎛ ⎞⎤ i−j i−1   ⎨ 2  ˜ |Hka | P ⎠⎦ i i−j Ra ≤ min α (1 − α)j E ⎣C ⎝ i∈[0:N] ⎩ 1+Q j j=0 k=1 ⎫ ⎞⎤ ⎡ ⎛  ⎬ N 2P  1 |G | bk r ⎠⎦ − α(N − i)C , + E⎣C⎝ N Q ⎭ k=i+1 ⎧ ⎞⎤ ⎡ ⎛ i−j i−1   ⎨ 2P  ˜ i i−j | H | kb ⎠⎦ Rb ≤ min α (1 − α)j E ⎣C ⎝ i∈[0:N] ⎩ j 1+Q j=0 k=1 ⎫ ⎡ ⎛ ⎞⎤  ⎬ N  |Gak |2 Pr ⎠⎦ − α(N − i)C 1 + E⎣C⎝ N Q ⎭ k=i+1



k=1



(45)



We assume average power constraint P on both source nodes and Pr /N for each relay node. The channel coefficients of the links from the source nodes a and b to the relays are given by Hka [t] and Hkb [t], respectively. Similarly, the the channel coefficients of the links from the relays to each source node is given by Gak [t] and Gbk [t]. We assume that all channel coefficients are independent zero mean Gaussian random variables as in the one-way relay network case. Note that this model is the fading version of the Gaussian two-way channel if N = 2, which has been extensively studied in the literature [12], [26], [27]. As in the one-way parallel relay case, we show that the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme achieves the capacity region of the fading two-way symmetric parallel relay network as N increases. Since the overall proof is similar to that of Theorem 2, we provide an outline of the proof here. Let (Ra , Rb ) denote an achievable rate pair and ηk (hka , hkb ) > 0 denote the adaptation function of relay node k, k ∈ [1 : N]. Note that in the two-way relay case, each relay node adapts to a pair of channel gains. Then, similar to (13), a rate pair (Ra , Rb ) satisfying     |Hka |2 P Ra ≤ min E C S⊆[1:N] 1 + ηk (Hka , Hkb ) c k∈S



 +C







|Gbk |



k∈S



  Rb ≤ min E C S⊆[1:N]



 +C



 k∈S



2 Pr



−



N







k∈S c



|Gak |







2 Pr



N



 k∈S







1 C ηk (Hka , Hkb )



|Hkb |2 P 1 + ηk (Hka , Hkb )  −



 k∈S







 ,







1 C ηk (Hka , Hkb )



 (43)



is achievable for some ηk (hka , hkb ) > 0, k ∈ [1 : N]. Consider the symmetric case in which the variances of all channel coefficients are equal to one. Let α = P{|Hka |2 ≥ γ , |Hkb |2 ≥ γ }, which gives γ = 12 ln(1/α). By setting 



Q if |hka |2 ≥ γ and |hkb |2 ≥ γ , (44) ηk (hka , hkb ) = ∞ otherwise



˜ ka and is achievable for some α ∈ (0, 1] and Q > 0. Here, H ˜ kb is defined similar to the definition of H ˜ k in the one-way H case. Then by following the steps of the proof of Theorem 2 P with α = log log(N) and Q = 2P ln(N), it can be shown that N r limN→∞ Ra = C(Pr ) and limN→∞ Rb = C(Pr ). Therefore, in the limit of large N, the capacity region of the fading twoway symmetric parallel relay network is given by all rate pairs (Ra , Rb ) such that Ra < C(Pr ), Rb < C(Pr ),



(46) (47)



which is achievable by opportunistic noisy network coding. C. Multicast Networks Our model can further be generalized to the multicast network in which the source wishes to send a multicast message to the set of K destinations with the help of N relays. As in the single destination case, the channel from the source to the relays is a broadcast channel while the channel from the relays to each destination is a multiple access channel. Let H1 to HN be the channels from the source to the set of relay nodes and Gk1 to GkN be the channel gains from the relay nodes to destination k, k ∈ [1 : K]. Then by the union of events bound, the lower bound (13) can be generalized by     |Hl |2 P C ≥ max min min E C k∈[1:K] S⊆[1:N] 1 + ηl (Hl ) l∈S c       1  P r |Gkl |2 C +C − (48) N ηl (Hl ) l∈S



l∈S



where the maximization is taken over all ηk (hk ) > 0. Also, for the symmetric setting in which σHj = σH and σGkj = σGk for all j ∈ [1 : N] and k ∈ [1 : N] we can show that by using the same threshold adaptation function in (14),   (49) lim CN = min C σk2 Pr , N→∞



k∈[1:K]



which implies that the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme achieves the capacity as N → ∞ for the multicast case.
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VII. C ONCLUSION In this paper, we proposed the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme for fading parallel relay networks in which each relay node selectively compresses the reliable received symbols that have channel gains above a certain threshold. Through this approach, the relays can efficiently transmit the reliable compressed symbols without wasting power on crude observations. In the symmetric case, the proposed scheme was shown to achieve the capacity in the limit of large number of relays. The optimal strategy is to compress fewer but better observations with higher channel gains as the number of relays increases. We further provided several detailed comparisons with competitive alternative schemes over geometric models and showed that our new scheme can strictly outperform both AF and DF for networks with large number of relays. A PPENDIX A P ROBABILITY OF E RROR A NALYSIS In this section, we provide the probability of error analysis for the opportunistic noisy network coding scheme in Section IV-A. To deal with state (fading) dependent networks with state information at the receiver side, we use an argument similar to the one in [28]. Consider the augmented discrete memoryless network with channel outputs y˜ k = (yk , hk ) and y˜ = (y, gN , hN ) where



n n where HN j = (H1j , . . . , HNj ). Thus, the probability of error is bounded as     P(E) ≤ P(E1 ) + P E21 ∩ E1c + P E22 ∩ E1c + P(E3 ).



By the covering lemma and the union of events bound, P(E1 ) tends to zero as n → ∞ if Rk > I(Yˆ k ; Y˜ k ) + δ( ),



k ∈ [1 : N]. By the Markov lemma [25], the second term P(E21 ∩ E1c ) tends to zero as n → ∞. By the conditional typicality lemma [25], the third term P(E22 ∩ E1c ) tends to zero as n → ∞. For the final term, define the events  n n (l1 ), . . . , Yˆ Nj (lN ), E˜1j (m, lN ) = Xjn (m), Yˆ 1j   n n ∈ T(n) , , . . . , HNj H1j    n n n E˜2,j+1 (lN ) = X1,j+1 (l1 ), . . . , XN,j+1 (lN ), Y˜ j+1 ∈ T(n) . Then, ⎛



≤ ≤



From the relation above, Y˜ k and Y˜ are the channel outputs of the original channel. Note that the augmented network has p(x, xN , y˜ N , y˜ ) = p(x, y˜ N )p(xN , y˜ ), i.e., the layers in the augmented network are no longer independent. However, the layers are conditionally independent, i.e.,



for some m = 1, l1 , . . . , lN } ,



  (n) P E˜1j (m, lN ), E˜2,j+1 (lN ), HN j ∈ T
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m =1,lN hN ∈T(n)



  × P E˜1j (m, lN ), E˜2,j+1 (lN )|hN +n
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(50)



We provide the probability of error analysis for recovering mj ∈ [1 : 2nR ] at the end of block j + 1, j ∈ [1 : b]. Let M = Mj denote the message and Lk = Lkj , k ∈ [1 : N], denote the index chosen by node k for block j. To bound the probability of error for the decoder, assume without loss of generality that M = 1 and L1 = · · · = LN = 1. Then the decoder makes an error only if one of the following events occur:    (n) E1 = Yˆ kjn (lk ), Y˜ kjn ∈ T , ∀lk for some k ∈ [1 : N] ,    n n (n)  ∈ T , E21 = X n (1), Yˆ 1j (1), . . . , Yˆ Nj (1), HN j     n n n E22 = X1,j+1 (1), . . . , XN,j+1 (1), Y˜ j+1 ∈ T(n) ,   n n ∈ T(n), E3 = Xjn (m), Yˆ 1j (l1 ), . . . , Yˆ Nj (lN ), HN j   n n n ∈ T(n) , X1,j+1 (l1 ), . . . , XN,j+1 (lN ), Y˜ j+1







  P E˜1j (m, lN ), E˜2,j+1 (lN )



m =1,lN



p(hk )p(gk ).



p(x, xN , y˜ N , y˜ |hN ) = p(x, y˜ N |hN )p(xN , y˜ |hN ).



E˜1j (m, lN ) ∩ E˜2,j+1 (lN )⎠



m =1,lN







m =1,lN N 



⎞
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P(E3 ) = P ⎝



p(˜y1 , . . . , y˜ N |x)p(˜y|x1 , . . . , xN ) = p(yN |x, hN )p(y|x1 , . . . , xN , hN , gN )



(51)











p(hN )



m =1,lN hN ∈T(n)



    × P E˜1j (m, lN )|hN P E˜2,j+1(lN )|hN + n ,



where hN = (hn1 , . . . , hnN ), n → 0 as n → ∞, step (a) follows from the law of large numbers, and step (b) follows from (50). For lN , let S = S(lN ) = {k ∈ [1 : N] : lk = 1} and S c = S c (lN ) = {k ∈ [1 : N] : lk = 1}. Then, for m = 1, (n) (hn1 , . . . , hnN ) ∈ T , and some lN index tuple,   P E˜1j (m, lN )|hN    n n = P Xjn (m), Yˆ 1j (l1 ), . . . , Yˆ Nj (lN ), hN ∈ T(n)|hN      = p(xn )p yˆ n (S) p yˆ n (S c )|hN (xn ,ˆyn1 ,...,ˆynN )∈T(n) (X,Yˆ N |hN ) ≤2
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where Sk = (S ∩ [1 : k − 1]). On the other hand,   P E˜2j (lN )|hN    n n n = P X1,j+1 (l1 ), . . . , XN,j+1 (lN ), Y˜ j+1 ∈ T(n) |hN 
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(53) can be simplified as   I X, X(S); Y(S c ), Y|X(S c ), H N , GN  (a)  = I X; Y(S c )|X(S c ), H N , GN   + I X(S); Y(S c )|X, X(S c ), H N , GN   + I X(S); Y|Y(S c ), X(S c ), H N , GN   + I X; Y|Y(S c ), X N , H N , GN  (b)  = I X; Y(S c )|X(S c ), H,N GN   + I X(S); Y|Y(S c ), X(S c ), H N , GN (c)   ≤ I X; Y(S c )|H N , GN )+I(X(S); Y|X(S c), H N , GN (54) where (a) follows from the chain rule of mutual information, (b) follows from the Markov relations X(S) → (X, X(S c ), H N , GN ) → Y(S c ) and X → (Y(S c ), X N , H N , GN ) → Y, and (c) follows since   I X; Y(S c )|X(S c ), H N , GN     = H Y(S c )|X(S c ), H N , GN −H Y(S c )|X, H N , GN   (55) ≤ I X; Y(S c )|H N , GN
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Thus, the probability P(E3 ) tends to zero as n → ∞ if R < min



S⊆[1:N]



ˆ I(S) − R(S) − δ().



Finally, by rewriting Y˜ = (Y, GN , H N ), using the fact that (Y, X N ) is independent of H N , and the fact that the fact that X N is independent of GN , the above inequality simplifies to,   ˆ c )|H N R < min I X; Y(S S⊆[1:N]    ˆ k ), Y(S ˆ c ), X, H N I Yˆ k ; Y(S + k∈S
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(52)



which concludes the proof. A PPENDIX B C UT-S ET U PPER B OUND



  I X(S); Y|Y(S c ), X(S c ), H N , GN   = H Y|Y(S c ), X(S c ), H N , GN − H(Y|X N , H N , GN )   ≤ I X(S); Y|X(S c ), H N , GN . (56) The inequalities (55) and (56) are due to the Markov relations X(S c) → (X, H N , GN ) → Y(S c) and X(S c) → (X N , H N , GN ) → Y, and that conditioning reduces entropy. Then   I X; Y(S c )|H N , GN     = H Y(S c )|H N , GN − H Y(S c )|X, H N , GN      2 ≤ E log πe 1 + |Hk | P − log(πe)   =E C
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where the inequality follows since X ∼ NC (0, P) maximizes H(Y(S c )|H N , GN ) [30]. Finally,   I X(S); Y|X(S c ), H N , GN   = I X(S); Y |X(S c ), H N , GN   ≤ I X(S); Y |H N , GN     2 Pr (58) |Gk | ≤E C N k∈S



In this section, we prove the information-theoretic cut-set upper bound on the capacity of the fading parallel relay network. Similar to the cut-set upper bounds in [29], [30], the rate of any reliable length-n block coding should satisfy   R ≤ I X, X(S); Y(S c ), Y|X(S c ), H N , GN + n



(53)



where n → 0 as n increases. By using the Markov structure of the fading parallel relay network, the mutual information in



"



where Y = k∈S Gk Xk + Z, and the last inequality is from the fact that a jointly Gaussian input with a diagonal covariance matrix maximizes the multiple input single output channel with per antenna power constraint [31]. Therefore, from (54) to (58), we have        2 2 Pr . (59) |Hk | P +C |Gk | C ≤ min E C S⊆[1:N] N c k∈S



k∈S
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